H8P96X Scality Advanced Operation Training

The Scality Technical Certification Program is a 3-day, hands-on RING certification training that will
enable Certified RING Engineers to demonstrate technical skills and expertise inside customers’
environments including:
•
•
•
•
•

A deep understanding of the hardware and OS requirements necessary to install the RING
The ability to install the RING
The capabilities to test the RING installation
A high-level understanding of RING operations
The ability to triage RING support requests

Training Prerequisites:
In order to qualify to attend the Scality Technical Certification Program, candidates should have
working knowledge of:
•
•
•
•

Linux (LFCE or LPIC-3 or equivalent)
Networking concepts (LAN, WAN)
Storage concepts (SAN, NAS, Object storage & Software-defined Storage)
Data transfer/access protocols (SMB, NSF, Fuse, REST)

Training Environment:
Only 4-5 participants attend each training session, ensuring that attendees are given direct access to
the instructor and receive as much attention as they require.

Training Certification and Post-Certification Support:
Certification is delivered at the end of the training, following instruction and review of the installation
process and verification of a successful RING installation. After completion of the training, Certified
RING Engineers will have access to the Scality documentation library, receive support from Scality
Partners, and will have premier access to new releases and product information.

Delivery
The Scality Training Certification Program teaches participants about Scality’s RING Delivery Workflow,
the same method for delivery that Scality’s engineering team has developed from years of installation
experience, lessons learned, and best practices. The Ring Delivery Workflow leverages the RASCI
(Responsible, Accountable, Supportive, Consulting, and Informative) method for delivery, ensuring
smooth and successful RING deployments at customer datacenters by Certified RING Engineers.

Support
As part of the Scality Training Certification Program, Certified RING Engineers will have access to a rich
set of product documentation, a dedicated Scality support team, an advanced ticketing system, and
support communication tools.

